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you use inquire for to ask to see or speak to someone mike was here inquiring for you you use inquire into to investigate or look into

something the police are inquiring into the causes of recent political events and you could inquire with people freedom power respect

eagerness etc inquire with is the combination used when you want to talk about what or who you re inquiring with if you re asking about

something and a friend is joining you to also inquire then you re inquiring with a friend if you re upset and inquiring then you re inquiring

with anger if you re making a formal investigation or looking deeply into something go with inquire into this usage suggests a thorough

search or examination the versions with of and with are less common in modern english typically of hints at seeking advice from someone

while with isn t standard with inquire high quality example sentences with as inquiry with in context from reliable sources ludwig is the

linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english 5 answers sorted by 2 if you want to use an indirect object use query

instead the ceo queried the account manager as to about why there is a deficit in the annual budget at the end of the year however

because he could not get a good answer he appointed a committee in order to inquire into the records inquire with is a correct and usable

phrase in written english you can use it to suggest that someone should speak with someone to find an answer or solution to something for

example if you have any questions about the project please inquire with the project manager for more information exact 59 it means to ask

or to investigate we went to the mall to inquire about a job in british english inquire has traditionally been used for formal or official

investigations and queries we asked lord roundbottom to inquire into the matter of the new football stadium verb also enquire ɪnˈkwaɪər

intransitive transitive rather formal verb forms to ask someone for some information inquire about somebody something i called the school
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to inquire about the application process inquire as to somebody something she inquired as to your whereabouts inquire why where etc

ɪnˈkwaɪər also enquire especially in british english intransitive transitive phrasal verbs to ask somebody for some information inquire

about somebody something i called the school to inquire about the application process inquire as to somebody something she inquired as

to your whereabouts inquire why where etc verb ɪnˈkwaɪə r ɪnˈkwaɪər especially british english also inquire north american english

british english intransitive transitive rather formal verb forms phrasal verbs to ask somebody for some information enquire about somebody

something i called the garage to enquire about progress on the repairs inquiry and enquiry are both nouns that can mean a question an

investigation or a close examination of a matter both words are derived from the verbs to inquire and to enquire respectively as such

everything we talk about today applies equally to the verb forms as well as the noun forms for example inquiry noun process c2 c an official

process to discover the facts about something bad that has happened a judicial inquiry inquiry into citizens have demanded a full inquiry

into the government s handling of the epidemic smart vocabulary related words and phrases verb i or t uk also enquire us ɪnˈkwaɪr uk

ɪnˈkwaɪə r add to word list b2 to ask for information inquire about should i inquire about the price of tickets question word she called to

inquire when her car would be ready speech where are we going he inquired politely thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples 1 to put

a question seek for information by questioning inquired about the horses 2 to make investigation or inquiry often used with into transitive

verb 1 to ask about some kindred spirit shall inquire thy fate thomas gray 2 to search into investigate inquirer noun inquiringly in ˈkwī riŋ

lē adverb phrases uncountable the act of asking questions or collecting information about somebody something scientific inquiry the police

are following several lines of inquiry a commission committee of inquiry inquiries plural british english a place where you can get information

ask at inquiries to see if your bag has been handed in the meaning of inquiry is a request for information how to use inquiry in a sentence a

request for information a systematic investigation often of a matter of public interest examination into facts or principles research the

simplest answer to the question of whether to use inquiry or enquiry is that both are alternate spellings of the word meaning a request for
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information their use in the following sentences would be considered proper application and spelling the senator made an inquiry on behalf

of her constituents send all inquiries using the below public inquiry form date of birth formatting please note that the date of birth on this

form must be submitted following the dd month yyyy format for example 01 june 1990 this will be three letters followed by ten numbers for

example abc2014123456 nvc case number or uscis receipt number required a seeking or request for truth information or knowledge

synonyms exploration scrutiny study an investigation as into an incident a congressional inquiry into the bribery charges the act of inquiring

or of seeking information by questioning interrogation a question query antonyms reply answer inquiry ɪnˈkwaɪərɪ noun 2020 revised

edition this revised edition incorporates all amendments up to and including 1 december 2021 and comes into operation on 31 december

2021 an act to enable the president to appoint a commission of inquiry and to enable the relevant minister to appoint a committee of inquiry

and to provide for matters related thereto
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prepositions used with inquire english language usage Apr 06 2024 you use inquire for to ask to see or speak to someone mike was here

inquiring for you you use inquire into to investigate or look into something the police are inquiring into the causes of recent political events

and you could inquire with people freedom power respect eagerness etc

inquire with about of into correct preposition examples Mar 05 2024 inquire with is the combination used when you want to talk about what

or who you re inquiring with if you re asking about something and a friend is joining you to also inquire then you re inquiring with a friend if

you re upset and inquiring then you re inquiring with anger

inquire with about of into correct preposition examples Feb 04 2024 if you re making a formal investigation or looking deeply into

something go with inquire into this usage suggests a thorough search or examination the versions with of and with are less common in

modern english typically of hints at seeking advice from someone while with isn t standard with inquire

as inquiry with english examples in context ludwig Jan 03 2024 high quality example sentences with as inquiry with in context from reliable

sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

word usage the use of inquire english language Dec 02 2023 5 answers sorted by 2 if you want to use an indirect object use query instead

the ceo queried the account manager as to about why there is a deficit in the annual budget at the end of the year however because he

could not get a good answer he appointed a committee in order to inquire into the records

inquire with english examples in context ludwig Nov 01 2023 inquire with is a correct and usable phrase in written english you can use it to

suggest that someone should speak with someone to find an answer or solution to something for example if you have any questions about

the project please inquire with the project manager for more information exact 59

when to use inquire vs enquire grammarly Sep 30 2023 it means to ask or to investigate we went to the mall to inquire about a job in british

english inquire has traditionally been used for formal or official investigations and queries we asked lord roundbottom to inquire into the
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matter of the new football stadium

inquire verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 30 2023 verb also enquire ɪnˈkwaɪər intransitive transitive rather formal verb

forms to ask someone for some information inquire about somebody something i called the school to inquire about the application process

inquire as to somebody something she inquired as to your whereabouts inquire why where etc

inquire verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 29 2023 ɪnˈkwaɪər also enquire especially in british english intransitive

transitive phrasal verbs to ask somebody for some information inquire about somebody something i called the school to inquire about the

application process inquire as to somebody something she inquired as to your whereabouts inquire why where etc

enquire verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 27 2023 verb ɪnˈkwaɪə r ɪnˈkwaɪər especially british english also inquire

north american english british english intransitive transitive rather formal verb forms phrasal verbs to ask somebody for some information

enquire about somebody something i called the garage to enquire about progress on the repairs

inquiry vs enquiry what s the difference writing explained May 27 2023 inquiry and enquiry are both nouns that can mean a question an

investigation or a close examination of a matter both words are derived from the verbs to inquire and to enquire respectively as such

everything we talk about today applies equally to the verb forms as well as the noun forms for example

inquiry english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 25 2023 inquiry noun process c2 c an official process to discover the facts about

something bad that has happened a judicial inquiry inquiry into citizens have demanded a full inquiry into the government s handling of the

epidemic smart vocabulary related words and phrases

inquire definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 25 2023 verb i or t uk also enquire us ɪnˈkwaɪr uk ɪnˈkwaɪə r add to word

list b2 to ask for information inquire about should i inquire about the price of tickets question word she called to inquire when her car would

be ready speech where are we going he inquired politely thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
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inquire definition meaning merriam webster Feb 21 2023 1 to put a question seek for information by questioning inquired about the horses 2

to make investigation or inquiry often used with into transitive verb 1 to ask about some kindred spirit shall inquire thy fate thomas gray 2 to

search into investigate inquirer noun inquiringly in ˈkwī riŋ lē adverb phrases

inquiry noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 23 2023 uncountable the act of asking questions or collecting information about

somebody something scientific inquiry the police are following several lines of inquiry a commission committee of inquiry inquiries plural

british english a place where you can get information ask at inquiries to see if your bag has been handed in

inquiry definition meaning merriam webster Dec 22 2022 the meaning of inquiry is a request for information how to use inquiry in a

sentence a request for information a systematic investigation often of a matter of public interest examination into facts or principles research

inquiries or enquiries which spelling is correct Nov 20 2022 the simplest answer to the question of whether to use inquiry or enquiry is that

both are alternate spellings of the word meaning a request for information their use in the following sentences would be considered proper

application and spelling the senator made an inquiry on behalf of her constituents

public inquiry form travel Oct 20 2022 send all inquiries using the below public inquiry form date of birth formatting please note that the date

of birth on this form must be submitted following the dd month yyyy format for example 01 june 1990 this will be three letters followed by

ten numbers for example abc2014123456 nvc case number or uscis receipt number required

inquiry definition meaning dictionary com Sep 18 2022 a seeking or request for truth information or knowledge synonyms exploration

scrutiny study an investigation as into an incident a congressional inquiry into the bribery charges the act of inquiring or of seeking

information by questioning interrogation a question query antonyms reply answer inquiry ɪnˈkwaɪərɪ noun

inquiries act 2007 singapore statutes online Aug 18 2022 2020 revised edition this revised edition incorporates all amendments up to and

including 1 december 2021 and comes into operation on 31 december 2021 an act to enable the president to appoint a commission of
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inquiry and to enable the relevant minister to appoint a committee of inquiry and to provide for matters related thereto
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